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Abstract
Cybersusy is a new mechanism for supersymmetry breaking in the stan-
dard supersymmetric model (SSM). Here we note that the superpotential
for the SSM has a set of thirteen invariances, five of which are well known,
and eight of which are new. The eight new invariances generate a sort
of supersymmetric quark and lepton model, together with supersymmetry
breaking that makes the squarks and sleptons very heavy. This breaking
regenerates the standard model out of the supersymmetric standard model,
except that the gauge particles are not yet included in this reduction. In
this paper, it is shown that, with some continued effort, cybersusy will make
some predictions for baryon masses that may actually be wrong, so that it
is a supersymmetry breaking theory that can be proved wrong! This is the
fifth paper in what was intended to be a series of four papers on cybersusy.
1 Why does the Standard Model have such a bizarre
particle content?
It is notorious that the particle content of the standard model
is rather strange, and little explanation or motivation for it
has been available. With a huge amount of effort, from both
theorists and experimentalists, its detailed structure has been
∗jadix@telus.net
†Fax: (403) 266-1487
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2determined and parametrized in terms of quantum field theory
[1].
The supersymmetric standard model (SSM) is just a repeti-
tion of this strangeness, except that it adds a whole set of un-
observed superpartners, which takes the standard model from
strange to absurd.
But supersymmetry is a very tempting generalization of the
standard model, because of the superstring, and because it is
such an interesting symmetry in its own right. Since we are very
comfortable with the idea of a broken symmetry, it is natural
to guess that a suitable kind of supersymmetry breaking will
cure the absurdity of the SSM.
But it is clear that this cure is not the spontaneous breaking
of supersymmetry, because that entails a huge vacuum energy,
whereas supersymmetry without spontaneous breaking has zero
vacuum energy, which is very near the truth. There are also
embarrassing mass sum rules that arise from the spontaneous
breaking of supersymmetry. These make it very hard to make
the theory consistent with experiment, even if one chooses to
ignore the vacuum energy problem.
It is also clear that there is a great deal left to be desired
from the other popular method for breaking supersymmetry,
which is the addition of soft supersymmetry breaking masses
to the squarks and the sleptons in the SSM. These explicitly
break supersymmetry, but really the only motivation for them
is the desire to break supersymmetry. They seem to have no
very satisfactory origin in the theory1.
1However, from one point of view, cybersusy appears to generate something very
much like this. As is shown below, cybersusy generates an effective theory with a
supersymmetric quark model for hadrons, with supersymmetry breaking. Since the
mechanism also applies to the quarks, it looks a lot like soft breaking, except that
the particle content is more complicated for the quark multiplets in cybersusy. Also,
there is another breaking for composite hadrons that probably gives a different, more
2
3It is also notorious that many current models of particle the-
ory (e.g. superstring theories, explicitly broken supersymme-
try) are very difficult to prove wrong, because they do not make
sufficiently well-defined predictions.
Cybersusy is a new mechanism for breaking supersymmetry.
It has its origin in the BRS cohomology of supersymmetry, as
applied to composite operators. The breaking is extracted from
the algebra of the composite operators by using the technique
of effective actions to analyze new symmetries. The composite
operators that arise from the BRS cohomology do in fact closely
resemble the physical particles that we see from the standard
model, in a supersymmetric form. The BRS cohomology of a
theory naturally gives rise to the physically relevant degrees of
freedom of that theory. This is obvious, in a sense, because
such physically relevant operators should be supersymmetric,
and also not vanish by the equations of motion, and that is
what the BRS cohomology finds. Part of the new material in
this paper is to demonstrate this fact for the leptons and for
the hadrons (both mesons and baryons).
The cybersusy mechanism is more closely related to explicit
breaking than it is to spontaneous breaking, and so it does not
give rise to a vacuum energy. However the breaking does not
simply take the form of changing the masses of the sleptons and
squarks. The breaking arises from transformations which are
very much like a set of supersymmetry anomalies. These break
rigid or global supersymmetry, and they arise for the special
case of the SSM. A dichotomy arises, which is very much like an
anomaly. One cannot have massive dotspinor supermultiplets,
describing the bound states of the SSM, at the same time that
the theory also contains the spontaneous breaking of gauge
symmetry.
reliable, result. This is discussed in section 19 below
3
4A bonus of cybersusy, and the BRS cohomology, is that they
seem to supply some motivation for the strange structure of
the standard model, as will be seen below. It appears that the
SSM is ‘rigged’ to produce supersymmetry breaking through
cybersusy.
A further bonus of cybersusy is that it can be proved
wrong (or, possibly, not wrong, yet) with relatively little fur-
ther effort, as is set out in the conclusion to this paper.
2 Introduction
In the first four papers on cybersusy [2][3][4][5], it was shown
that there is a scheme of supersymmetry breaking that is based
on the cybersusy algebra. This was illustrated with a calcula-
tion of the mass spectrum for the three electron flavours and
the three neutrino flavours. That algebra is closely linked to
the standard supersymmetric model (SSM) and its remarkable
superpotential. The mass spectrum is quite simple when one
assumes that the relevant mixing matrices are diagonal.
Brief remarks were also made about the baryons, but no
attempt was made to determine the spectrum there. It was,
however, argued that the supersymmetry breaking will be in
the baryon spectrum, not in the elementary spectrum of the
quarks and squarks.
In this paper we discuss the superpotential in this context.
There are a number of simple things that can be said here, and
we can make some important progress in an easy way. This
is a revised version of this paper, and it has some important
changes from the original [6].
We will start this paper with a discussion of some interesting
properties of the superpotential of the SSM, and then return
to a discussion of cybersusy.
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5Here is the superpotential for the SSM:
PSSM = gǫijH
iKjJ − gJm2J + ppqǫijLpiHjP q
+rpqǫijL
piKjRq + tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc (1)
and here is a table of the quantum numbers:
Table of the Chiral Superfields in the SSM
Superstandard Model, Left L Fields
Field Y SU(3) SU(2) F B L D
Lpi -1 1 2 3 0 1 1
Qcpi 13 3 2 3
1
3 0 1
J 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
Superstandard Model, Right R Fields
P p 2 1 1 3 0 -1 1
Rp 0 1 1 3 0 -1 1
T pc −43 3 1 3 −13 0 1
Bpc
2
3
3 1 3 −1
3
0 1
H i -1 1 2 1 0 0 1
K i 1 1 2 1 0 0 1
(2)
There are several aspects to a kind of emerging logic behind
the particle content of the supersymmetric standard model.
First we note that:
1. The Higgs fields H i and K i are needed to give masses to
the leptons and quarks, and they are also needed to sponta-
neously break SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) down to SU(3)×U(1).
2. The standard model has left/right asymmetry. This is re-
peated twice:
(a) The quarks are in left weak SU(2) doublets Qcpi and
right weak SU(2) singlets T qc and B
q
c .
(b) The leptons are in left weak SU(2) doublets Lpi and right
weak SU(2) singlets P q and Rq (we need to assume that
the neutrinos have Dirac type masses).
5
63. The Higgs field J is needed to trigger the spontaneous
breakdown of SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) down to SU(3)×U(1).
The spontaneous breakdown requires that the symmetry
breaking term −gJm2J be present in the superpotential of
the SSM.
When one looks at the BRS cohomology of the theory, one
also finds that:
1. The two Higgs SU(2) doublets H i, K i and the Higgs singlet
J , and the left/right asymmetry of the quarks and leptons,
allow the construction of the eight cybersusy generators in
section 3.2 below.
2. The Higgs field J is also an essential ingredient in super-
symmetry breaking in cybersusy, since only generators that
include ∂
∂J
give rise to the cybersusy algebra. The spon-
taneous breakdown of gauge symmetry also results in an
explicit breaking of supersymmetry as discussed in the four
papers [2][3][4][5]. This breaking is not a spontaneous break-
ing of supersymmetry, and so it does not result in a vacuum
energy problem.
In other words, the left/right asymmetry, and the Higgs
fields, are needed to generate supersymmetry breaking for the
leptons and the hadrons, in a way that gives rise to a universe
that does not suffer from a huge cosmological constant.
3 The Lie Algebra of invariance for the superpotential
for the supersymmetric standard model
It was shown in [3] that the generators of the simplest non-
derivative sector of the BRS cohomology, for any supersym-
metric theory of massless, chiral, scalar superfields, are isomor-
phic to the generators of the Lie algebra of invariance for the
superpotential of that theory.
6
7We can quickly repeat the main pieces of the argument here
for clarity. It was shown in [3] that, for a general theory, there
are chiral dotted spinor pseudosuperfields φˆiα˙ for each spinor
in the theory. They transform as
δφˆiα˙ = δSSφˆiα˙ − gijkAˆjAˆkC α˙ (3)
where δSS is the usual superfield transformation for a dotted
chiral spinor superfield.
As explained in [3], the expansion of φˆiα˙ in terms of the
superspace parameters θ is:
φˆiα˙(x) = ψα˙i(y) + θ
β
(
∂βα˙Ai(y) + C α˙Yiβ(y)
)− 1
2
θγθγΓi(y)C α˙
(4)
So an expression of the form
ωˆα˙ = f
i
jAˆ
jφˆiα˙ (5)
will transform as a chiral dotted spinor superfield, with the
usual transformation δSS, without the extra terms in (3), if the
following constraint is satisfied:
f ijAˆ
jgiklAˆ
kAˆl = 0 (6)
We can drop the hats and just use the lowest weight fields, and
write this in the equivalent form (which arises from the spectral
sequence):
d3ωα˙ = d3f
i
jA
jψiα˙ = 0 (7)
where
d3 = C α˙giklA
kAlψ
†
iα˙ (8)
The term gijkA
jAk is just the derivative of the superpotential
PSP = gijkA
iAjAk (9)
with respect to a field Ai. So equation (6) can be written
as a requirment that the superpotential satisfy the invariance
equation:
LfPSP = 0 (10)
7
8where Lf is a generator of the Lie algebra of invariances of the
superpotential, and it has the form:
Lf = f ijAj
∂
∂Ai
(11)
So now we shall look at the invariances of the superpotential
for the SSM. Throughout this paper, the complex conjugates of
the statements are also true, and we shall not write the complex
conjugates out in detail.
3.1 Ordinary Symmetry Generators for the superpotential of the
SSM
As is well known, the superpotential of the standard model is
chosen to be invariant under a number of symmetries. It turns
out that there are two general kinds of generators for the Lie
Algebra of invariance of the superpotential for the standard
supersymmetric model. First we will discuss the well-known
invariances of the SSM.
A glance at the Table in Equation (2) reminds us that there
are some obvious generators for invariance of the superpoten-
tial for the standard supersymmetric model. These are the
generators of the groups SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) and counting
operators for lepton number and baryon number. Here they
are:
1. Strong SU(3):
CA = TAcd

Qdpi ∂
∂Qcpi
+ Bpc
∂
∂B
p
d
+ T pc
∂
∂T
p
d

 (12)
where TAcd are the hermitian 3× 3 matrix generators of the
Lie Algebra of SU(3),
2. Weak SU(2)
Ia = taij
(
Hj
∂
∂H i
+Kj
∂
∂K i
+ Lpj
∂
∂Lpi
+Qcpj
∂
∂Qcpi
)
(13)
8
9where taij are the hermitian 2 × 2 matrix generators of the
Lie Algebra of SU(2),
3. Hypercharge U(1)
Y =
(
−H i ∂
∂H i
+K i
∂
∂K i
− Lpi ∂
∂Lpi
(14)
+2P p
∂
∂P p
+
1
3
Qcpi
∂
∂Qcpi
+
2
3
Bpc
∂
∂B
p
c
− 4
3
T pc
∂
∂T
p
c
)
(15)
4. Lepton Number
L =
(
Lpi
∂
∂Lpi
− P p ∂
∂P p
−Rp ∂
∂Rp
)
(16)
5. Baryon Number
B = 1
3
Qcpi
∂
∂Qcpi
− 1
3
Bpc
∂
∂B
p
c
− 1
3
T pc
∂
∂T
p
c
(17)
It is easy to verify that these satisfy the relations:
IaPSSM = CAPSSM = YPSSM = BPSSM = LPSSM = 0 (18)
Note that we do not need to leave the symmetry breaking
term −gJm2J out for these calculations. Also note that none
of the above generators have a term of the form ∂
∂J
. This is a
consequence of the fact that J has zero lepton number and zero
baryon number, and also that J is invariant under the groups
SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1).
3.2 Left/right assymetric generators of the Lie algebra for the
invariance of the superpotential of the SSM: quark and lepton
invariants
Now we shall discuss some more subtle invariances of the SSM.
Because of its form, we can quickly find eight more independent
generators of invariance of the SSM superpotential, and these
have a one-to-one map onto the leptons and quarks.
9
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There are two ‘left handed’ quark generators and two ‘right
handed’ quark generators. There are two of each because the
quarks can be up or down under weak SU(2). So in a sense
the generators split the left handed doublets into the charge
eigenstates.
Similarly, there are two ‘left handed’ lepton generators and
two ‘right handed’ lepton generators. There are two of each
because the leptons can be up or down under weak SU(2).
Again, in a sense, the generators split the left handed doublets
into the charge eigenstates for the leptons.
As will be seen in detail below, the BRS cohomology is per-
forming the task of generating a kind of supersymmetric quark
(and lepton) model through this mechanism.
But to discuss this we must first introduce the generators.
3.2.1 ‘Right handed’ Lepton Generators
The first basic generator is the Positron Generator LP,s:
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Lsj
(19)
Let us demonstrate that this is indeed a generator of the in-
variance of the superpotential (1). Note that we must leave the
symmetry breaking term −gJm2J out for this calculation.
LP,sPSSM
=
{
psqP
q ∂
∂J
+ gKk
∂
∂Lsk
} {
gǫijH
iKjJ + ppqǫijL
piHjP q
+rpqǫijL
piKjRq + tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc
}
(20)
and this reduces immediately to
LP,sPSSM
= psqP
q ∂
∂J
gǫijH
iKjJ
10
11
+gKk
∂
∂Lsk
{
ppqǫijL
piHjP q + rpqǫijL
piKjRq
}
(21)
= psqP
qgǫijH
iKj
+gK ipsqǫijH
jP q + gK irsqǫijK
jRq = 0 (22)
There are seven more generators like (19), and their invari-
ance works in a similar way. We shall list them all here. The
other right leptonic generator is the Right Neutrino Generator
LR,s:
LR,s = rsqRq ∂
∂J
+ gHj
∂
∂Lsj
(23)
3.2.2 ‘Left handed’ Lepton Generators
The first basic ‘left handed’ lepton generator generator is the
Electron Generator LE,s:
LE,s = pqsǫijH iLqj ∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂P s
(24)
Now let us demonstrate that this is also indeed a generator of
the invariance of the superpotential (1). Note that we must
again leave the symmetry breaking term −gJm2J out for this
calculation.
LE,sPSSM
=
{
pqsǫijH
iLqj
∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂P s
} {
gǫijH
iKjJ + ppqǫijL
piHjP q
+rpqǫijL
piKjRq + tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc
}
(25)
and this reduces immediately to
LE,sPSSM
= pqsǫklH
kLql
∂
∂J
(
gǫijH
iKjJ
)
+gǫklH
kK l
∂
∂P s
(
ppqǫijL
piHjP q
)
= 0 (26)
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Then there is the left handed neutrino generator:
LN,s = rqsǫijK iLqj ∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂Rs
(27)
3.2.3 ‘Right handed’ Quark Generators
For right handed quarks, we have the Bottom Generator LB,sc:
LB,sc = bsqBqc
∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Qscj
(28)
Let us check that
LB,scPSSM =
{
bsqB
q
c
∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Qscj
}
{
gǫijH
iKjJ + ppqǫijL
piHjP q
+rpqǫijL
piKjRq + tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc
}
= 0 (29)
This is
LB,scPSSM = bsqBqcgǫijH iKj
+gKj
∂
∂Qscj
{
tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc
}
(30)
which reduces to
LB,scPSSM (31)
= bsqB
q
cgǫijH
iKj + gK itsqǫijK
jT qc + gK
ibsqǫijH
jBqc = 0 (32)
Then there is also the Top Generator LT,sc:
LT,sc = tsqT qc
∂
∂J
+ gHj
∂
∂Qscj
(33)
3.2.4 ‘Left handed’ Quark Generators
For left handed quarks, we have the Up Generator LcU,s:
LcU,s = tqsǫijK iQcqj
∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂T sc
(34)
12
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and the Down Quark Generator LD,s
LcD,s = bqsǫijH iQcqj
∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂Bsc
(35)
3.3 Generation of the whole Lie Algebra
It seems a reasonable conjecture that the above are all the
basic generators of the Lie algebra of the invariance of the Su-
perpotential for the SSM. There are five ‘ordinary’ generators
in subsection 3.1, and eight more ‘J-invariance’ generators in
subsection 3.2. Let us label them Ln where n = 1, 2, · · · 13. It
is easy to verify that taking the commutator of any two basic
generators Ln generates nothing different from the original 13
Ln.
4 Reflections on the Standard Model
What is special about the SSM that allows these ‘J-invariances’
which are ismorphic to the quarks and leptons? It would be
interesting to see how many changes could be made while re-
taining this isomorphism. In the SSM, a large role is being
played by the weak group SU(2) and its invariant tensor ǫij.
Having the ability to get masses from the two Higgs fields H i
and K i comes from having left doublets and right singlets for
the quarks and leptons. For example, if both left and right
quarks and left and right leptons were doublets, masses would
require a field like H(ij) or H to couple to both left and right,
and then it not easy to see how to get these ‘J-invariances’, to-
gether with other necessary or desirable properties. A complete
discussion of this would be tricky, of course, because there are
so many possibilities, and it is not clear, and it is not likely to
become clear, what properties are necessary, or desirable, when
designing a standard model.
13
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5 Dotspinors and Cybersusy
As was noted in [3], and discussed briefly above in section 3, the
existence of a solution for the cohomology constraints for the
simple generators is equivalent to the existence of a generator
for the Lie Algebra of the invariance of the superpotential for
a given massless chiral theory.
Here is how this works. Suppose we have a generator Ia as in
(13), or LP,s as in (19), which satisfies the invariance equation:
IaPSSM = 0 (36)
LP,sPSSM = 0 (37)
Let us take the simpler example:
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Lsj
(38)
Then we can construct a chiral dotted spinor superfield from it
in the following way:
1. For each derivative in LP,s, make a replacement as follows
∂
∂J
⇒ ψJα˙ (39)
∂
∂Lsj
⇒ ψLsjα˙ (40)
2. Then write down the result of this substitution:
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+gKj
∂
∂Lsj
⇒ psqP qψJα˙+gKjψLsjα˙ = ωP,sα˙
(41)
The result ωP,sα˙ is a simple generator of a dotspinor which
satisfies the constraint equation in [3], which is the same as
the constraint equation in equation (7) above:
d3ωP,sα˙ = 0 (42)
14
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This is a consequence of the definition of the operator
d3 = C α˙
∂PSSM
∂H i
ψ
†
Hiα˙ + · · · (43)
which gives rise to the following mutual implications for Lie
algebra generators and dotspinor generators:
d3ωP,sα˙ = 0⇔ LP,sPSSM = 0 (44)
6 Collection of Basic Dotspinors
6.1 The five ordinary dotspinors from the five ordinary symme-
try generators
1. Strong SU(3):
CA = TAcd

Qdpi ∂
∂Qcpi
+ Bpc
∂
∂B
p
d
+ T pc
∂
∂T
p
d

 (45)
⇒ TAcd
(
QdpiψQcpiα˙ + B
p
cψ
d
Bpα˙ + T
p
c ψ
d
Tpα˙
)
= ωACα˙ (46)
where TAcd are the hermitian 3× 3 matrix generators of the
Lie Algebra of SU(3),
2. Weak SU(2)
Ia = taij
(
Hj
∂
∂H i
+Kj
∂
∂K i
+ Lpj
∂
∂Lpi
+Qcpj
∂
∂Qcpi
)
(47)
⇒ taij
(
QcpjψQcpiα˙ + L
pjψLpiα˙ +H
jψHiα˙ +K
jψKiα˙
)
= ωaIα˙
(48)
where taij are the hermitian 2 × 2 matrix generators of the
Lie Algebra of SU(2),
3. Hypercharge U(1)
Y =
(
−H i ∂
∂H i
+K i
∂
∂K i
− Lpi ∂
∂Lpi
(49)
15
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+2P p
∂
∂P p
+
1
3
Qcpi
∂
∂Qcpi
+
2
3
Bpc
∂
∂B
p
c
− 4
3
T pc
∂
∂T
p
c
)
(50)
⇒ ωYα˙ (51)
4. Lepton Number
L =
(
Lpi
∂
∂Lpi
− P p ∂
∂P p
−Rp ∂
∂Rp
)
(52)
⇒ ωLα˙ (53)
5. Baryon Number
B = 1
3
Qcpi
∂
∂Qcpi
− 1
3
Bpc
∂
∂B
p
c
− 1
3
T pc
∂
∂T
p
c
(54)
⇒ ωBα˙ (55)
6.2 The eight basic ‘J-dotspinors’ from the eight basic ‘J-symmetry’
Generators
6.2.1 Leptons
1. The Positron Generator LP,s:
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+gKj
∂
∂Lsj
⇒ psqP qψJα˙+gKjψLsjα˙ = ωP,sα˙
(56)
2. The Right Neutrino Generator LR,s:
LR,s = rsqRq ∂
∂J
+gHj
∂
∂Lsj
⇒ rsqRqψJα˙+gHjψLsjα˙ = ωR,sα˙
(57)
3. The Left Electron Generator LE,s:
LE,s = pqsǫijH iLqj ∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂P s
(58)
⇒ pqsǫijH iLqjψJα˙ + gǫijH iKjψPsα˙ = ωE,sα˙ (59)
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4. The Left Neutrino Generator LN,s:
LN,s = rqsǫijK iLqj ∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂Rs
(60)
⇒ rqsǫijK iLqjψJα˙ + gǫijH iKjψRsα˙ = ωN,sα˙ (61)
We can put these together in various ways, but that does not
seem as interesting at present as putting the quarks together.
The quarks form meson and hadrons. Combining these leptons
does not seem so experimentally vital right now.
6.2.2 Quarks
Here are the quark dotspinors:
1. The Bottom dotspinor:
LB,sc =
(
bsqB
q
c
∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Qscj
)
(62)
⇒ (bsqBqcψJα˙ + gKjψQ,scjα˙
)
= ωB,scα˙ (63)
2. The Top dotspinor:
LT,sc =
(
tsqT
q
c
∂
∂J
+ gHj
∂
∂Qscj
)
(64)
⇒ (tsqT qc ψJα˙ + gHjψQ,scjα˙
)
= ωT,scα˙ (65)
3. The Up dotspinor:
LcU,s = tqsǫijK iQcqj
∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂T sc
(66)
⇒ bqsǫijK iQcqjψJα˙ + gǫijH iKjψcT,sα˙ = ωcU,sα˙ (67)
4. The Down dotspinor:
LcD,s = bqsǫijH iQcqj
∂
∂J
+ gǫijH
iKj
∂
∂Bsc
(68)
⇒ bqsǫijH iQcqjψJα˙ + gǫijH iKjψcB,sα˙ = ωcD,sα˙ (69)
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We can put these expressions ωB,scα˙, ωT,scα˙, ω
c
U,sα˙, ω
c
D,sα˙ together
in various ways to form strong SU(3) invariants. They will also
be weak SU(2) invariants. We can choose various combinations
to get various values of hypercharge Y . They have the following
values of hypercharge
ωB,scα˙ : Y = 2
3
;ωT,scα˙ : Y = −4
3
;ωcU,sα˙ : Y =
+4
3
;ωcD,sα˙ : Y =
−2
3
;
(70)
7 Products of the Basic Dotspinors
A new insight arrives when we consider the 13 basic dotspinors
that arise from the 13 Lie Algebra generators. We can multiply
these together to obtain new invariant dotspinors.
An element of the Lie algebra must be a sum of terms with
only one derivative with respect to a field.
However an element of the dotspinor invariants can have
more than one dotspinor in a term.
So here is the correct statement:
1. The five ordinary symmetries CA, Ia,Y ,B,L generate ordi-
nary basic dotspinors.
2. The eight basic ‘J-symmetries’ generate basic J-dotspinors.
3. The dotspinors can be multiplied by each other and by any
desired functions of the scalars to form dotspinors that still
satisfy the constraints. The multiplication must be such
that the result is symmetrized over the dotted spinor indices
of the result.
4. The result can be converted to a pseudosuperfield by putting
hats on everything to convert them.
5. The components of the resulting pseudosuperfield can be
found using projections as in [3] and [4].
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6. Any product which contains at least one J-dotspinor is a
J-dotspinor.
7. As was demonstrated in [4], any J-dotspinor generates a co-
homology tower, which implies a cybersusy algebra, which
gives rise to an effective action with supersymmetry break-
ing.
8. We shall not try to write the cohomology towers out here,
and we shall not write down the pseudosuperfields that start
with the wrong spin (such as spin J = 1 for a baryon, or
spin J = 1
2
for a meson), but we shall briefly mention some
of the composites in the next sections, to illustrate how they
are put together.
8 Mesonic Combinations of the Generators
8.1 Leptonic Mesons
Here is an example of a meson with Y = 2 and L = B = 0 and
J = 1 made from the leptonic dotspinors:
APN,(α˙β˙) = a
pq
PN
(
ωP,pα˙ωN,qβ˙ + ωP,pβ˙ωN,qα˙
)
(71)
What is this? What does it have to do with the weak vector
mesonW+J=1? Its supersymmetry tower is related to the various
leptonic modes of decay for Π+, K+, D+, B+, · · · or a ρ+, · · ·
presumably2.
8.2 Hadronic Mesons
The situation is more interesting when one combines the basic
quark dotspinors with each other and with suitable scalars to
produce operators that generate particles that are known to
2There is an important exercise to be done relating the various composites in this
paper to the particle states in the Review of Particle Physics [1].
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be hadrons. We will choose all of the operators to be strong
SU(3) invariants and weak SU(2) invariants. This discussion is
introductory, and there is much more to be said.
1. Hadronic Mesons with Y = 2 and J = 1
Consider the expression
ABU,α˙β˙ = a
pq
BU
(
ωB,pcα˙ω
c
U,qβ˙
+ ωB,pcβ˙ω
c
U,qα˙
)
(72)
This has the quantum numbers of a hadronic meson with
spin one and hypercharge Y = 2 . It satisfies
d3Aα˙β˙ = 0 (73)
Clearly, part of this yields zero when symmetrized: ψJα˙ψJβ˙+
ψJβ˙ψJα˙ = 0 but the rest survives. Similar remarks apply
to the following:
2. Hadronic Mesons with Y = −2 and J = 1
The following expression is a strong SU(3) invariant and a
weak SU(2) invariant with Y = −2:
ATD,α˙β˙ = a
pq
TD
(
ωT,pcα˙ω
c
D,qβ˙
+ ωT,pcβ˙ω
c
D,qα˙
)
(74)
3. Hadronic Mesons with Y = 0 and J = 1
The following two expressions are strong SU(3) invariants
and weak SU(2) invariants with Y = 0:
ATU,α˙β˙ = a
pq
TU
(
ωT,pcα˙ω
c
U,qβ˙
+ ωT,pcβ˙ω
c
U,qα˙
)
(75)
ABD,α˙β˙ = a
pq
BD
(
ωB,pcα˙ω
c
D,qβ˙
+ ωB,pcβ˙ω
c
D,qα˙
)
(76)
It seems wrong to try to calculate any masses from these
operators and their supersymmetry breaking effective actions.
The main problem is that it appears that all of these mesonic
operators, both leptonic and hadronic, will mix with operators
that have the same quantum numbers but are made from the
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gauge particles, so we would need the gauge theory cohomol-
ogy to proceed to find the relevant complete cohomology towers
that mix under cybersusy for any given set of quantum num-
bers. This is why the leptons and baryons are easier to deal
with. One cannot make a lepton or a baryon using only gauge
particles.
9 Baryons
We will now review, in a very superficial way, some of the
baryon dotspinor operators that arise from combining the quark
dotspinors. The advantage of looking at leptons and baryons
is that we know that there is no combination of gauge particles
that has non-zero lepton number or baryon number. So we can
ignore the gauge particles in the first approximation for leptons
and baryons.
That is why it was possible to calculate a mass spectrum
for the leptons in Cybersusy I [2] without worrying about the
gauge theory.
It is also possible to do the same for the baryons, but it is a
large task, and it has not yet been done.
All of the expressions we will look at will be strong SU(3)
invariants and weak SU(2) invariants, with baryon number one
or minus one, and with various values of the hypercharge Y
and various numbers of spinor indices.
10 Supermultiplets whose lowest terms are Baryons
with Spin J = 3
2
The baryonic generators in [4] can be obtained in this way.
1. The Multiplets that include ∆−
J= 3
2
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(a) Baryon with Y = −2 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = −2, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωDDD,α˙1 = f
(p1p2p3)εc1c2c3ω
c1
D,p1α˙1
ωc2D,p2α˙2ω
c3
D,p3α˙3
(77)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2p3) are
chosen to be symmetric in the flavour indices (p1p2p3).
(b) Baryon with Y = 2 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = 2, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωBBB,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2p3)εc1c2c3 (ωB,p1c1α˙1ωB,p2c2α˙2ωB,p3c3α˙3)
(78)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2p3) are
chosen to be symmetric in the flavour indices (p1p2p3).
2. The Multiplet that includes ∆0
J= 3
2
(a) Baryon with Y = 0 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = 0, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωDDU,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2)p3εc1c2c3 (79)(
ωc1D,p1α˙1ω
c2
D,p2α˙2
ωc3U,p3α˙3 (80)
+ωc1D,p1α˙3ω
c2
D,p2α˙1
ωc3U,p3α˙2 (81)
+ωc1D,p1α˙2ω
c2
D,p2α˙3
ωc3U,p3α˙1
)
(82)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2)p3 are
chosen to be symmetric in the first two flavour indices
(p1p2).
(b) Baryon with Y = 0 and B = −1
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The following expression has Y = 0, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωBBT,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2)p3εc1c2c3 (83)
(ωB,p1c1α˙1ωB,p2c2α˙2ωT,p3c3α˙3 (84)
+ωB,p1c1α˙2ωB,p2c2α˙3ωT,p3c3α˙1 (85)
+ωB,p1c1α˙3ωB,p2c2α˙1ωT,p3c3α˙2) (86)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2)p3 are
chosen to be symmetric in the first two flavour indices
(p1p2).
3. The Multiplet that includes ∆+
J= 3
2
(a) Baryon with Y = +2 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = +2, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωUUD,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2)p3εc1c2c3 (87)(
ωc1U,p1α˙1ω
c2
U,p2α˙2
ωc3D,p3α˙3 (88)
+ωc1U,p1α˙3ω
c2
U,p2α˙1
ωc3D,p3α˙2 (89)
+ωc1U,p1α˙2ω
c2
U,p2α˙3
ωc3D,p3α˙1
)
(90)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2)p3 are
chosen to be symmetric in the first two flavour indices
(p1p2).
(b) Baryon with Y = −2 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = −2, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωTTB,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2)p3εc1c2c3 (ωT,p1c1α˙1ωT,p2c2α˙2ωB,p3c3α˙3
(91)
+ωT,p1c1α˙2ωT,p2c2α˙3ωB,p3c3α˙1 + ωT,p1c1α˙3ωT,p2c2α˙1ωB,p3c3α˙2)
(92)
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This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2)p3 are
chosen to be symmetric in the first two flavour indices
(p1p2).
4. The Multiplets that include ∆++
J= 3
2
(a) Baryon with Y = +4 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = +4, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωUUU,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2p3)εc1c2c3ωc1U,p1α˙1ω
c2
U,p2α˙2
ωc3U,p3α˙3 (93)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2p3) are
chosen to be symmetric in the flavour indices (p1p2p3).
(b) Baryon with Y = −4 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = −4, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωTTT,(α˙1α˙2α˙3) = f
(p1p2p3)εc1c2c3 (ωT,p1c1α˙1ωT,p2c2α˙2ωT,p3c3α˙3)
(94)
This expression is automatically symmetric in the spinor
indices (α˙1α˙2α˙3), so long as the coefficients f
(p1p2p3) are
chosen to be symmetric in the flavour indices (p1p2p3).
11 Supermultiplets whose lowest terms are Baryons
with Spin J = 12
1. Some Multiplets that include Ξ−
b,J= 1
2
: the singlet made of
dsb quarks with J = 1
2
(a) Baryon with Y = −2 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = −2, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωDDD,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3ǫc1c2c3 (95)
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(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Hj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Hj2)ωc3D,p3α˙ (96)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
(b) Baryon with Y = 2 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = +2, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωBBB,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3Bp1c1B
p2
c2
ωB,p3c3α˙ (97)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
2. The Multiplets that include the neutron N0
J= 1
2
(a) A First Baryon with Y = 0 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = 0, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωDDU,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Hj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Hj2)ωc3U,p3α˙
(98)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 in the above can be
chosen to be antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], be-
cause the expression itself is antisymmetric in the indices
[p1p2], due to the contraction with the antisymmetric
tensor ǫc1c2c3.
(b) A Second Baryon with Y = 0 and B = 1
The following expression also has Y = 0, and it has
baryon number B = 1:
ωDUD,α˙ = f
p1p2p3εc1c2c3 (99)
(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Hj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Kj2)ωc3D,p3α˙ (100)
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Note that the coefficients f p1p2p3 in the above have no
symmetry properties, because the three expressions that
are contracted with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3 are
all different.
(c) A First Baryon with Y = 0 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = 0, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωBBT,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3
(
Bp1c1B
p2
c2
ωT,p3c3α˙
)
(101)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
(d) A Second Baryon with Y = 0 and B = −1
The following expression also has Y = 0, and it has
baryon number B = −1:
ωBTB,α˙ = f
p1p2p3εc1c2c3
(
Bp1c1T
p2
c2
ωB,p3c3α˙
)
(102)
Note that the coefficients f p1p2p3 in the above have no
symmetry properties, because the three expressions that
are contracted with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3 are
all different.
3. The Multiplets that include the proton P+
J= 1
2
(a) A First Baryon with Y = +2 and B = +1
The following expression has Y = +2, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωUUD,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Kj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Kj2)ωc3D,p3α˙
(103)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
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(b) A Second Baryon with Y = +2 and B = +1
The following expression also has Y = +2, and it has
baryon number B = 1:
ωUDU,α˙ = f
p1p2p3εc1c2c3(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Kj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Hj2)ωc3D,p3α˙
(104)
Note that the coefficients f p1p2p3 in the above have no
symmetry properties, because the three expressions that
are contracted with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3 are
all different.
(c) A First Baryon with Y = −2 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = −2, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωTTB,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3T p1c1 T
p2
c2
ωB,p3c3α˙ (105)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
(d) A Second Baryon with Y = −2 and B = −1
The following expression also has Y = −2, and it has
baryon number B = −1:
ωTBT,α˙ = f
p1p2p3εc1c2c3
(
T p1c1 B
p2
c2
ωT,p3c3α˙
)
(106)
Note that the coefficients f p1p2p3 in the above have no sym-
metry properties, because the three expressions that are
contracted with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3 are all dif-
ferent.
4. The Multiplets that include Ξ++
t,J= 1
2
: the singlet made of tcu
quarks with J = 12
(a) Baryon with Y = +4 and B = +1
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The following expression has Y = +4, and it has baryon
number B = 1:
ωUUU,(α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3 (107)
(εi1j1Q
c1i1
p1
Kj1)(εi2j2Q
c2i2
p2
Kj2)ωc3U,p3α˙ (108)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
(b) Baryon with Y = −4 and B = −1
The following expression has Y = −4, and it has baryon
number B = −1:
ωTTT,α˙ = f
[p1p2]p3εc1c2c3
(
T p1c1 T
p2
c2
ωT,p3c3α˙
)
(109)
Note that the coefficients f [p1p2]p3 can be chosen to be
antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], because the expres-
sion itself is antisymmetric in the indices [p1p2], due to
the contraction with the antisymmetric tensor ǫc1c2c3.
These operators, together with bosonic operators and the cy-
bersusy algebras that arise from them, will be discussed further
in the next paper of this series.
12 Discussion of Spontaneous Breaking of Gauge Sym-
metry
Next we want to rederive the algebra used in [2] to generate su-
persymmetry breaking. We will introduce a different notation
here from what was used there. This notation is intermediate
between the unbroken theory and the broken theory and so is
a little easier to use than either of those for present purposes.
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The term −gJm2J gives rise to gauge symmetry breaking if
gJ 6= 0. We note that
F
′
J =
∂ PSP
∂J
= εijgH
iKj − gJm2 (110)
needs a shift of the scalar field parts of the superfield to elimi-
nate the m2 term:
H1 → (mv +H1), K2 → (mv +K2) (111)
Here is our new notation. Let us write this in the form:
H i → (mvhi +H i), K i → (mvki +K i) (112)
where
h1 = 1, h2 = 0, k1 = 0, k2 = 1 (113)
Then we have a zero vacuum expectation value for the aux-
iliary field:
< GJ >V EV= εijg < H
iKj >V EV −gJm2 (114)
= m2v2εijh
ikj−gJm2 = gm2v2(h1k2−h2k1)−gJm2 = 0 (115)
which means that supersymmetry is conserved by this VEV.
This is the development of a vacuum expectation value (VEV)
of mv in these two fields, followed by a shift to fields with no
vacuum expection value. Here we have
v2 =
gJ
g
(116)
We need to rewrite the action after the substitution in equa-
tion (111), in terms of new eigenstates of mass and charge.
The superpotential, after this shift and redefinition, is:
PSSM = gǫij(mvh
i +H i)(mvkj +Kj)J − gJm2J (117)
+ppqǫijL
pi(mvhj +Hj)P q + rpqǫijL
pi(mvkj +Kj)Rq (118)
+tpqǫijQ
cpi(mvkj +Kj)T qc + bpqǫijQ
cpi(mvhj +Hj)Bqc (119)
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In the alternative, we can define mass and charge eigenstates,
in terms of the shifted fields, and write:
K =
1√
2
(
H1 −K2) (120)
+
H =
1√
2
(
H1 +K2
)
(121)
This has the inverse
K2 =
1√
2
(H −K) (122)
H1 =
1√
2
(H +K) (123)
In terms of the original action, however, this amounts to the
substitution:
K2 → mv + 1√
2
(H −K) (124)
H1 → mv + 1√
2
(H +K) (125)
and written in terms of charge eigenstates it is:
PSSM =(
gmv
√
2 H + g
1
2
(HH −KK)− gH−K+
)
J
+ppq
[
NpH− − Ep
{
mv +
1√
2
(H +K)
}]
P q
+rpq
[
Np
{
mv +
1√
2
(H −K)
}
− EpK+
]
Rq
+tpq
[
U cp
{
mv +
1√
2
(H −K)
}
−DcpK+
]
T qc
+bpq
[
U cpH− −Dcp
{
mv +
1√
2
(H +K)
}]
Bqc (126)
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In the above H and J constitute a massive Higgs boson su-
permultiplet, and K,K+, H− are three Goldstone Boson super-
multiplets which will be ‘eaten’ by the vector boson supermul-
tiplets to form the massive weak vector boson supermultiplets
Z0,W+,W−.
13 Typical Example of generation of the cybersusy
algebra
When we perform the shifts in the operators and in the super-
potential, we find that the superpotential is no longer invariant
under the action of the cybersusy generators. For example con-
sider
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+ g(mvkj +Kj)
∂
∂Lsj
(127)
Then we get:
LP,sPSSMB =
{
psqP
q ∂
∂J
+ g(mvkj +Kj)
∂
∂Lsj
}
{
gǫij(mvh
i +H i)KjJ + gǫij(H
i)(mvkj +Kj)J
+ppqǫijL
pi(mvhj +Hj)P q + rpqǫijL
pi(mvkj +Kj)Rq
+tpqǫijQ
cpi(mvkj +Kj)T qc + bpqǫijQ
cpi(mvhj +Hj)Bqc
}
(128)
This is
LP,sPSSMB = gǫij(mvhi+H i)KjpsqP q+gǫij(H i)(mvkj+Kj)psqP q
+psqǫijg(mvk
i+K i)(mvhj+Hj)P q+rsqǫijg(mvk
i+K i)(mvkj+Kj)Rq
= gǫij(mvh
i +H i)KjpsqP
q + gǫij(H
i)(mvkj +Kj)psqP
q
+psqǫijg(mvk
i)(mvhj)P q
+psqǫijg(K
i)(mvhj+Hj)P q+psqǫijg(mvk
i+K i)(Hj)P q (129)
= psqǫijg(mvk
i)(mvhj)P q = −psqgm2v2P q = −m2gJpsqP q
(130)
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In summary, expressing things in terms of the shifted fields
makes no difference. The result is that
LP,sPSSMB = −m2gJpsqP q (131)
and we get the same thing more easily from
LP,sPSSMB =
{
psqP
q ∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Lsj
} {
PSSM − gJm2J
}
(132)
= psqP
q ∂
∂J
{−gJm2J} = −m2gJpsqP q (133)
14 List of Dotspinor Cybersusy Algebra for each basic
J-Invariance after Gauge Symmetry Breaking
Using the relations
LP,s = psqP q ∂
∂J
+ gKj
∂
∂Lsj
⇒ psqP qψJα˙ + gKjψLsjα˙ = ωP,sα˙
(134)
we see that this means that
d3ωP,sα˙ = d3
{
psqP
qψJα˙ + gK
jψLsjα˙
}
= −m2gJpsqP qC α˙ (135)
and this in turn means that for the pseudosuperfields, we have:
δωˆP,sα˙ = −m2gJpsqPˆ qC α˙ (136)
All eight of the cybersusy generators behave in the same way.
Here is a complete list:
LP,sPSSMB = −m2gJpsqP q ⇔ d3ωP,sα˙ = −m2gJpsqP qC α˙ (137)
LR,sPSSMB = −m2gJrsqRq ⇔ d3ωR,sα˙ = −m2gJrsqRqC α˙ (138)
LN,sPSSMB = −m2gJrqsN q ⇔ d3ωN,sα˙ = −m2gJrqsN qC α˙
(139)
LE,sPSSMB = −m2gJpqsEq ⇔ d3ωE,sα˙ = −m2gJpqsEqC α˙ (140)
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LT,scPSSMB = −m2gJtsqT qc ⇔ d3ωT,s,cα˙ = −m2gJtsqT qcC α˙
(141)
LB,scPSSMB = −m2gJbsqBqc ⇔ d3ωB,s,cα˙ = −m2gJbsqBqcC α˙
(142)
LcU,sPSSMB = −m2gJ tqsU qc ⇔ d3ωU,s,cα˙ = −m2gJtqsU qcC α˙
(143)
LcD,sPSSMB = −m2gJbqsDqc ⇔ d3ωD,s,cα˙ = −m2gJbqsDqcC α˙
(144)
where we define the composite scalars:
N p = ǫij(mvki +K i)Ljp (145)
Ep = ǫij(mvhi +H i)Ljp (146)
Upc = ǫij(mvki +K i)Qjcp (147)
Dpc = ǫij(mvhi +H i)Qjcp (148)
15 Typical Example of continued invariance of the
non-cybersusy generators
The invariance generator Ia does not have a ∂
∂J
term in it, so
it remains an invariance of the potential even after the term
−gJm2J is added to LP,sPSSM.
LP,sPSSMB = PSSM − gJm2J (149)
Here are the collected and rearranged results, written in
terms of the shifted fields:
IaLP,sPSSMB (150)
= gǫijt
ai
k (mvh
k +Hk)(mvkj +Kj)J (151)
+gǫij(mvh
i +H i)tajk (mvk
k +Kk)J (152)
+ppqǫijL
pit
aj
k (mvh
k +Hk)P q (153)
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+ppqǫijt
ai
k L
pk(mvhj +Hj)P q (154)
+rpqǫijL
pit
aj
k (mvk
k +Kk)Rq (155)
+rpqǫijt
ai
k L
pk(mvkj +Kj)Rq (156)
+tpqǫijQ
cpit
aj
k (mvk
k +Kk)T qc (157)
+tpqǫijt
ai
k Q
cpk(mvkj +Kj)T qc (158)
+bpqǫijt
ai
k Q
cpk(mvhj +Hj)Bqc (159)
+bpqǫijQ
cpit
aj
k (mvh
k +Hk)Bqc = 0 (160)
The continued invariance follows from the invariance properties
of the invariant tensor ǫij under SU(2). The shift does nothing,
because it comes from the term −gJm2J , and there is no ∂∂J
term in the five well-known invariances of the standard model.
16 The cybersusy algebras and their effective actions
We note that:
1. The ordinary symmetries of the standard model, such as
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), lepton number and baryon num-
ber, do give rise to dotspinor solutions to the constraint
equations, but those solutions do not give rise to the cyber-
susy algebra, and so they do not give rise to supersymmetry
breaking as discussed in the four papers [2][3][4][5].
2. This means that, for particles that are not generated by the
basic generators in subsection 3.2, supersymmetry breaking
must be sought in the cohomology of supersymmetric gauge
theory. That is a question for the future.
3. We have seen that the ordinary generators reviewed above
do not lead to the cybersusy algebra. Generators that
have a term ∂
∂J
in them do lead to the cybersusy alge-
bra.
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4. All of the above composite mesons and baryons and the
composite leptons too will generate towers of cohomology
analagous to the towers seen in [4]. It is relatively straight-
forward to generate the cybersusy algebra and effective ac-
tions from any of them. There are a number of different
such cybersusy algebras. Each of them requires a paper of
its own to analyze the situation, and there will be challenges
too, since the flavours will complicate things, particularly
for mixed charge states like the neutron and proton.
5. Note that for the mesons there is a chance that the familiar
mesons will be the lowest mass particles, in accord with
experimental results, since these towers begin with spin one.
The baryon towers begin with spin 32 and the lepton tower
analyzed in [2] and [5] began with spin 12. So these are all
very different from each other, and each will require quite
a lot of work.
17 Other Composite Operators
Suppose that one has got an operator that can create a given
supermultiplet containing a particle of interest, say the opera-
tor in equation (72), for example. Then it is evident that there
are an infinite number of other operators that will create the
same particle. One can obtain them by multiplying the opera-
tor (72) by any possible collection of scalar fields that does not
change its quantum numbers. And it is obvious that such an
operation will not change the cybersusy algebra associated to
that operator, since only the dotspinors generate the cybersusy
algebra, and we are assuming that we do not change those.
So in some sense it appears that the cybersusy algebra affects
all the operators which create a given supermultiplet, and hence
it is a real phenomenon determining the supersymmetry break-
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ing for that supermultiplet. There are of course other operators
that arise from the cohomology when we include derivatives, as
discussed in [3] and [4]. It seems a reasonable conjecture that
these do not change the situation in respect of this general
phenomenon.
18 A supersymmetric type of Quark Model
We have seen that we can generate mesons and hadrons using
the fields ωB,scα˙, ωT,scα˙, ω
c
U,sα˙ and ω
c
D,sα˙ just as though they were
quarks, except that they must appear with their Lorentz spinor
indices symmetrized. When it would be appropriate to contract
Lorentz spinor indices, for example to make spin J = 12 baryons,
we use the appropriate scalar fields Bcs or T
c
s or Dcp = ǫijH iQjcp
or U cp = ǫijK iQjcp instead. But the whole thing closely follows
the quark model, except that it is being done with the first
terms of chiral superfields instead of quarks.
The rest of cybersusy then follows the superfields. The use-
ful development is that the BRS cohomology results in effective
supersymmetry anomalies in the effective theory that are gener-
ated by gauge symmetry breaking. From there we can calculate
the masses after supersymmetry breaking, as was done in [5]
for the leptons.
19 Back to soft supersymmetry breaking terms?
Cybersusy generates a kind of supersymmetric version of the
quark model, together with a supersymmmetric version of the
leptons.
Because of the existence of the dotspinor multiplets for the
leptons and the quarks, it seems fairly clear that one can manu-
facture anything out of these dotspinors that one could expect
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to find in the quark model with leptons in the standard model.
And because of the basic result for the leptons in the first
four papers on cybersusy [2][3][4][5], it is also clear that in
some sense it is natural for the quarks and the leptons to be
by far the lightest particles in their supermultiplets. Exactly
the same algebra applies to the quarks as was found for the
leptons, except that the matrices change. For the quarks there
are colour indices as well as flavour indices that are extant,
but the colour indices are not coupled to the supersymmetry
breaking–they just ride along free.
It follows that one could apply cybersusy directly to the
quarks. Since they have exactly the same cybersusy algebra
as the leptons, we already know exactly what that will yield
from the analysis of the leptons. The quarks will naturally be
the lightest particles in their supermultiplets, just as the lep-
tons were. And the difference in mass from the next lightest
supersymmetry partner can be as large as we want it to be, at
least at first glance.
Now it is true that when the quarks are combined into hadrons
or mesons with the colour indices contracted to make colour sin-
glets, one generates a new type of cybersusy algebra, and that
corresponds to a different effective action, and the spectrum of
that probably looks quite different from what one would obtain
by simply replacing the squark masses with new soft supersym-
metry breaking masses.
It seems very likely that the new effective action will generate
a different spectrum than one would obtain from the SSM with
soft supersymmetry breaking by squark masses.
But, in a sense, what we have found, is a way of justifying
the method of introducing soft supersymmetry breaking terms
for the sleptons and the squarks. This is the same method that
we criticised in section 1 of this paper. Now we have found it
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again, except that there are more superpartners than appear in
the SSM, and for some regimes these might make a difference.
It also seems likely that looking at the effect of cybersusy on
various mesons and baryons might generate quite a different
spectrum from what one would get by constructing them out
of massive squarks etc. So that work still needs to be done.
What is clearly completely missing from cybersusy, so far,
is an explanation of the supersymmetry breaking for the mas-
sive weak vector bosons, the photon, and the Higgs. There is
also a puzzle relating to calculations in QCD, which have been
extensive [7]. Should the gauginos for the color gauge theory
be taken to be massive for some reason? Should one include
massless superpartners in these calculations? Perhaps some, or
all, of these questions can be understood better if one looks at
the BRS cohomology of gauge theories.
20 Conclusion
Cybersusy may give rise to a consistent theory of supersym-
metry breaking, in time, but there is much to be done before
that can be decided. The only positive result, so far, is that the
electrons and neutrinos, as shown in the first four papers on cy-
bersusy [2][3][4][5], and the quarks, as shown in this paper, do
seem to naturally be the lightest particles in their broken super-
multiplets. Moreover, the splitting between these elementary
leptons and quarks, and the lightest superpartners for them,
can be huge.
So far, there are no negative results for cybersusy. However it
is disappointing that there are still so many parameters in the
theory. Moreover cybersusy gives rise to lots of new particles.
It is true that if one could observe them all, there would be
enough correlations to verify cybersusy, or to contradict it, but
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that would take a lot of data. Also it is clear that there is no
explanation yet of the huge and tiny numbers needed to get a
reasonable scale for supersymmetry breaking.
It is also interesting that the standard supersymmetric model
seems to be set up in a way that allows cybersusy to act nicely
on the quarks and leptons, through the quark and lepton sym-
metries that we found in subsection 3.2 of this paper. It is not
obvious whether there are other models that would work just
as well, and that is a question worth examination.
In order for the program to continue to be successful, it is
also necessary that the BRS cohomology of gauge theories be
understood better, and that it has more cybersusy algebra as-
sociated with it in some way.
It is encouraging that a sort of cybersusy quark model is
emerging, because that means that there is a reasonable chance
to construct all the baryons in a way that manifests broken
supersymmetry. There are many calculations to be done in
this baryon area, and it would be nice to know if these are
consistent with experiment. The program for this is briefly
recalled in section 7 above. The first step is to write down the
cohomology towers, then derive the cybersusy algebra, then
write out the effective action, and then invert the kinetic terms
to find the propagators and the masses. A first glance at this
is given in sections 8.2, 10 and 11 above.
That is a real test of the theory, because it could well
happen that these effective actions give results that
are obviously wrong–for example one might find that the
theory predicts that the mesons are predicted to be heavier
than their spin J = 1
2
superpartners, or that the baryons are
predicted to be heavier than their spin J = 0 baryon superpart-
ners. That would be a real problem for cybersusy, and maybe
also for supersymmetry itself, in terms of its application to par-
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ticle physics. The data that need to be correlated are already
immense and very well documented[1].
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